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With a thirty-year
tradition in the

production of diamond
tools, Duezeta has built
up a solid reputation as

a supplier of high quality
diamond drills and

wheels across the whole
flat glass industry, from
major groups using NC

machines for large scale
production runs, to

medium-sized and small
companies with their particular needs. The company’s recent move to

a new facility, the creation of a technical assistance office and plans to
set up a network of agents in Europe are strong signs of Duezeta’s

confidence in its ability to build on the successes of past years. Glass-
Technology International talked to Duezeta Sales Manager Mr. Stefano

Zacchi about the secret of Duezeta’s continued vitality

Dermot Heaney

he focal point of Duezeta’s production is
diamond tools. The company has demon-
strated  the importance and the fruits of

developing the technological aspects of production
and investing in research and development to

consolidate its market position. It combines
these policies with a rationalized approach to
production, featuring a synergy of highly skilled
in-house technical staff and business and tech-
nical consultants, flanked by tried and trusted

The new
Duezeta

facility near
Milan, Italy
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external contractors that sup-
ply metal and semi-processed
components. This system
allows the company to focus
its resources on the devel-
opment of products that will
meet the challenge of increas-
ingly high operation speeds
and reliability.

The Duezeta facility is
located on the Abbiategrasso
industrial estate, about 30
kilometres south-west of
Milan, an area that affords easy access to
the western ring of the nearby Milan
orbital motorway, the hub for the north
Italian motorway system. 

The company established this facili-
ty at  the beginning of the 90s, when it
decided to invest in a move from a small-
er site in Abbiategrasso itself to bigger
premises, on the strength of a period of
sustained growth in production. Pro-
duction at the new facility began in 1993.
The company now occupies premises
covering a total area 2,500 sq.m., with
office space of 300 sq.m..

The company boasts a forty-strong work-
force, twenty of whom are factory operatives, while
the rest work in the sales and technical offices.

Duezeta is headed by company President
Mr. Andrea Zacchi and a management team of
Sales Manager Mr. Stefano Zacchi, Technical
Manager Mr. Luca Zacchi, Export Manager
Mr. Roberto Barenghi, Assistant Sales Manager
Ms. Santina Molinaro, Domestic Sales Manager
Mr. Andrea Muraca, Research and Develop-
ment Manager Mr. Gianpaolo Azzini, and Cus-
tomer Service Manager Mr. Renzo Rizzi.

COMPANY  HISTORY
Duezeta started life as a supplier of dia-

mond tools for the engineering sector at the end
of the 50s. The company initially made the
transition to the glass sector in the 70s, with the
production of glass processing tools commer-
cialized exclusively in Italy. Then as now,
Duezeta made a clear distinction between the
production of diamond wheels for the engi-
neering and glass sectors. By the 80s, glass

accounted for the  main share of the company’s
total sales. In the same decade the company also
made its initial commitment to export mar-
kets, along with moves to build on the position
it had acquired on the Italian market. As Mr. Ste-
fano Zacchi explained, “over the last decade, glass
has accounted for an increasing share of the com-
pany’s total sales and currently the company
works mainly in that sector.” 

PRODUCTS
Duezeta produces a complete range of tools

for processing flat glass, from grinding to drilling.
The company claims it can satisfy all processing
needs in this sector. The product range features
diamond drill bits with fixed or adjustable diam-
eter; peripheral and cup diamond wheels for
straight-line grinding; pencil edge wheels for auto-
motive glass; metallic and resin cup wheels for
straight-line and bevelling on manual machines;
cutting discs for float or laminated glass; diamond
reamers and peripheral grinding wheels for glass
processing on NC machines.

Mr. Andrea Zacchi,
President of Duezeta,

and Mr. Stefano Zacchi,
Sales Manager of

Duezeta
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The company stresses its commitment to
maintaining and improving on the performance
levels demanded by the market and is gearing
much of its tool production to NC machines
for glass processing, which require increasing-
ly demanding performance levels from tools.

This is a particularly flourishing sector and
Duezeta is rising to this challenge as well as the
challenge from dual straight-line edging machines
for large-scale production runs. While the com-
pany is responding to these dynamic sectors, it
is not,  however, neglecting those areas where
it has built up a reputation for reliability and high

performance, reputations
which must constantly be defend-

ed from competitors by continued
research and technological improvement.

SUPPLYING THE WHOLE SECTOR
With such a wide product range, the company

supplies producers of all kinds within the glass
sector, from flat glass processors using NC
machines, drilling plants for large scale producers
in the automotive industry, to medium and
small-sized companies. Mr. Zacchi also explains
that Duezeta is able to meet the special needs
of some companies that are part of important glass
groups by supplying customized products as well.
Broadly speaking, the company’s main aim is
to produce tools that can keep up with the
increasing speed of NC production without

any loss of quality. There is a
choice of qualities for each drill and
it is company policy to provide a
range of qualities within each
series: standard, superior and top.
This grading system allows cus-
tomers to make the most cost-
effective choice on the basis of
the precision and production speed
they require.

THE BENEFITS OF A TRADITION
IN ENGINEERING

Mr. Zacchi lays great emphasis
on Duezeta’s beginnings as an engi-
neering company producing dia-

Cup diamond and
CBN wheels

suitable for frontal
sharpening of

steel, HSS and
hard metal tools

Diamond-tipped grinding
wheels of various types and

dimensions with resin and
metal bond suitable for

processing machinery used
for flat and artistic glass
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sion engineering sector.
“While there is greater stan-
dardization of machines in
this sector, with a narrow-
er range of wheel sizes, it is
equally true that it is a more
demanding sector as regards
specifications. In compari-
son, the glass sector is far
less demanding. We at
Duezeta are used to work-
ing to the narrower tol-
erances of the mechani-
cal sector and this has
conditioned our approach
to the glass sector, where
tolerances are less exact-
ing than in the precision
engineering sector. This
background has had a sig-
nificant influence on the
quality of our products.”

SUPPLY FLEXIBILITY
As is to be expected with a

workforce of this size, the com-
pany also works closely with a
number of tried and tested con-
sultants who provide sales and technical expert-
ise. Moreover the company is flanked by a
number of external contractors, who can provide
basic metal components to Duezeta specifica-
tions and quality standards, allowing the com-
pany to concentrate on the technological aspects
of  diamond tool production. 

Mr. Stefano Zacchi explained that the use of
external contractors and a highly developed
stores management system considerably increased
the company’s supply flexibility, which is a
lynchpin of company policy. “By using exter-
nal contractors and our in-house store man-
agement system, we have increased our abil-
ity to respond quickly to various kinds of
orders.” The company has evolved a policy
for warehouse management using criteria
like minimum stocks and order lots. All prod-
ucts are classified according to type. Stocks
of products that are handled directly by the com-
pany stores are part of an advanced ware-

house management system that takes into account
minimum stocks, reordered lots and costing,
combined with the need to create a buffer system
that can cope with production surges or, alter-
natively, slacker periods when the market is
less dynamic. “This flexibility is essential for a
company like ours,” comments Mr. Zacchi. “As
manufacturer of an industrial product, Duezeta
inevitably feels any contractions in the market
and must be in a position to cut all superfluous
costs deriving from such external causes.”

INSPECTION AND QUALITY CONTROL    
Mr. Zacchi then went on to explain that the

warehouse management system is just one link
in a chain of planned production using cus-
tomized and integrated IT systems that monitor

Sintered metal drill bits with
fixed and variable diamond tips

for use with manual and
automatic machines
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the whole production process, from purchase of
raw materials through all the phases of pro-
duction. Mr. Zacchi also stressed that this sys-
tem covers all components supplied by external
contractors, as well as semi-processed pieces and
raw materials, all of which undergo quality
controls on entry. This has always been company
practice, though official recognition has come
in the form of UNI EN ISO 9002 certification,
which was granted in 1998, and which the com-
pany is in the process of upgrading for Vision
2000, the new regulations for quality control. This
commitment to quality and technological excel-
lence is reflected in the composition of the
company’s workforce. “A high percentage of our
production staff are highly skilled workers,”
claims Mr. Zacchi, “and the majority of our
total staff have a technical profile.

QUALITY SERVICE FOR QUALITY PRODUCTS
This commitment to control and inspection

highlights the company’s underlying aim, which
is to manufacture a quality product, both in
terms of competitive performance levels, but
above all as regards controls which ensure that
the finished product maintains the same stan-
dard. “This company has always been geared to
producing a high-profile product,” confirms
Mr. Zacchi. “However, the company has now real-
ized that something more is required than just
a quality product,” he adds. That something is

quality service.  Currently the company
is looking beyond the former and

focusing particularly on the
latter requirement. The com-
pany has taken steps in this
direction by setting up a
technical assistance office

to flank the sales assis-
tance personnel within
the company. “Obvious-
ly as a tool, diamond

wheels and drills are not
complex products which
one would expect to entail
many technical problems,”

explained Mr. Zacchi.
“Often, however, it is necessary to verify

how they are being used. As we supply a vast
number and variety of users, we need person-
nel who can verify that users are utilizing the
tools in the most appropriate way or, alternatively,
indicate how best to achieve the kind of per-
formance levels that these users are aiming
for. Assistance, therefore, is not merely conceived
to solve problems that may arise, but to help cus-
tomers obtain the kind of results they are striv-
ing for. This aspect of Duezeta operations will
assume increasing importance. At present the
company has a full-time technical assistant
who works closely with the R&D department and
is involved in fine-tuning products and conducting
trials and tests at customers’ facilities. In the view
of Duezeta, assistance does not just entail trou-
bleshooting but is aimed at optimization of
product use. The company also provides clients
with detailed documentary breakdowns on the
optimal conditions for using its tools, includ-
ing speeds, etc.

The technical assistance service also bene-
fits from the quality control system within the
company as a whole. Mr. Zacchi stressed that
in the unlikely event of a defective tool, the qual-
ity control system means that every product is
immediately traceable, which is the underlying
concept behind ISO certification regulations. All
products have a serial number, which means that
in the event of a problem, a query or an order,
the company can immediately check the prod-
uct’s history or even simply identify the prod-
uct and supply an identical one.

Duezeta’s
adjustable drill

guarantees
both versatility

and quality
processing
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GROWTH
Mr. Zacchi quickly outlined the story of

company growth since its foundation. “Dueze-
ta saw its most dramatic rise in turnover during
the 80s, and this largely coincided with the
rise in exports,” he said.  Mr. Zacchi went on to
explain that exports have steadily accounted for
a growing percentage of the company’s total sales.
At present exports account for 65-70% of total
sales, while domestic sales make up the difference.
Although the company saw its most dramatic
growth rate in the 80s, Mr. Zacchi hastened to
point out that the company has seen a steady, if
not dramatic, growth curve over the last decade.
This also reflects a policy which gives prece-
dence to consolidation by reinvesting profits and
planning growth rather than pursuing short-
term gains. This policy was particularly marked
in the 90s with investment in both the new
facility and new plants.

MARKETS
As one would expect with a company that

relies so heavily on its exports, Duezeta exports
to all industrial nerve centres worldwide. Nev-
ertheless, most exports are concentrated in
Europe, which accounts for 40-50% of total
exports; considerable inroads have also been
made into the North American and Central
and South American markets and the Middle
and Far East. As to emerging markets, 
Mr. Zacchi mentioned that Duezeta has gained
a toehold in the countries of Eastern Europe,
though at the moment exports to these coun-
tries are modest. North Africa is another new
market where the company is beginning to
make an impact.

SALES NETWORK
Mr. Zacchi attributed the

growth in Duezeta’s exports
in the 80s to the initia-

tive of the present
Export Manager, who
opened up a series of
markets and estab-
lished contacts with

dealers, who then sold
the company’s products.

At the time there was no sales
network nor exclusive representation.  “In that
period, the company did not have the market pow-
er to impose itself by using exclusive repre-
sentatives or the like,” explains Mr. Zacchi.
But, recently, Duezeta has begun to create a tighter
network of exclusive agents in Europe, with
whom the company could also plan  a policy of
local technical assistance. This recent project
is aimed at building on the existing relations with
local dealers and agents, who with time, in
many cases, have become virtually exclusive.
“Obviously we are beginning with Europe
because it is a nearer market, which is more sim-
ilar to the domestic one, where the company
works through a team of direct agents.”

FAIRS AND COMPANY IMAGING
In terms of self-promotion the company

takes part in the two main European fairs,
Glasstec and Vitrum. Duezeta also has a pol-
icy of stand-sharing at fairs attended by their
main dealers in various countries. Recently it
has also invested heavily in image-enhanc-
ing initiatives, such as advertising and the
creation of a website.

Even though these are not, on the whole,
priorities for small-to-medium engineering
companies in all sectors, it is a means to sharp-
en competitiveness, especially if it is used to fur-
ther the work of the dealers and agents who rep-
resent the company. There is no mistaking that
Duezeta’s move to heighten its profile corresponds
to a dynamic and flourishing company which
promises to attract increasing attention.   

Custom-made
diamond and

CBN tools
suitable for

special
application in

steel and hard
metal working
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